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White Collar Group Of The Year: Shearman & Sterling 

By Dietrich Knauth 

Law360, New York (January 21, 2014, 7:41 PM ET) -- Shearman & Sterling LLP secured two acquittals in 
the prosecution of price-fixing in the liquid crystal display flat-screen industry and is engaged in a closely 
watched appeal that could affect the way hedge fund executives are prosecuted under insider trading 
laws, earning the firm a place among Law360's White Collar Practice Groups of 2013. 
 
With more than 60 litigators who regularly handle white collar cases, the firm is able to offer its clients 
top-notch defenses in a broad range of areas including price-fixing, insider trading, stock market 
manipulation and Foreign Corrupt Practices Act violations, according to Adam Hakki, global head of the 
firm’s litigation group. Shearman & Sterling has built a team of experienced litigators and backs up its 
courtroom skills by leveraging its international presence and expertise in the financial industry, Hakki 
said. 
  
Hakki, who guided Galleon Group through the landmark insider trading case that sent Galleon founder 
Raj Rajaratnam to prison and involved unprecedented use of wiretaps, said the firm's frequent 
representation of financial companies and hedge funds gives it an edge when those companies find 
themselves tangled in criminal investigations. 
 
“We live and breathe in that space, and we think it makes a big difference because we aren't learning on 
the job when we take on a white collar matter,” Hakki said. 
 
The firm deepened its white collar bench by hiring three new senior attorneys in 2013, bringing in 
former prosecutors Chris LaVigne and Mark Lanpher as well as Claudius Sokenu, a former partner 
at Arnold & Porter LLP. The addition of those three, who join a practice already staffed with former 
prosecutors and regulatory enforcement experts, has helped cement Shearman & Sterling's reputation 
as a destination of choice for both white collar attorneys and defendants, Hakki said. 
 
The biggest trial wins came on behalf of two AU Optronics Corp. executives who were acquitted of 
criminal charges in a U.S. Department of Justice probe into price-fixing among the manufacturers of 
liquid crystal display panels used in televisions, computer monitors and other electronic devices. The 
investigation netted more than $1.39 billion in U.S. fines, as well as criminal convictions for several 
defendants, including a $500 million fine for AU Optronics and three-year sentences for AUO President 
Hsuan Bin Chen and former Vice President Hui Hsiung.  
 
Shearman & Sterling partner Patrick Robbins represented Richard Bai, the director of sales for notebook 
LCD panels at AU Optronics in Taiwan, and was co-counsel for AU Optronics' former desktop display 
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group chief Lai-Juh Chen. Bai was acquitted in October, and Chen was acquitted in March 2012. 
 
Given the government's resources, securing an acquittal in a white collar case, much less two, is always 
an uphill battle, and Robbins also faced a talented DOJ prosecutor, Brent Snyder, who was promoted in 
November to the position of deputy assistant attorney general for criminal enforcement. 
 
To secure Bai's acquittal, Robbins worked to demonstrate to the jury that even though he had met with 
competitors, he hadn't made agreements on pricing, an effort aided Shearman & Sterling's strong 
international presence, Robbins said. The price-fixing scheme attracted the attention of regulators in the 
European Union and China, and the firm's access to attorneys with experience in Asia helped the 
company pore over 6 million documents, many in Chinese and Korean, to find a handful that showed 
examples of Bai refusing to agree to fix prices, Robbins said.  
  
“The firm has been focused on its international platform for decades,” Robbins said. “Our offices work 
very closely together and it gives us some resources that other firms don't have in terms of language, 
cultural sensitivity and local expertise. There's no question that our resources in Asia made it easier for 
us to dig into the documents in this case.” 
 
The firm is also pursuing a high-profile appeal that has attracted attention for its potential to affect 
prosecutions of hedge funds in insider trading cases. The Second Circuit is weighing an appeal by Todd 
Newman and Anthony Chiasson, two hedge fund executives who were convicted for trading on inside 
information on Dell Inc. 
 
"For any criminal defendant, the stakes are enormous, because liberty is at stake,” said Stephen 
Fishbein, who represents Newman. “More broadly, this case is likely to have significance for insider 
trading more generally because it raises some very fundamental issues that have not been resolved." 
 
The Newman appeal will be a closely watched case for white collar attorneys and could influence other 
insider trading prosecutions involving hedge fund managers. It is illegal to trade on nonpublic 
information that was supplied by a corporate insider for his or her personal benefit and in violation of a 
fiduciary duty to the company, but courts have split on how to apply that standard to defendants like 
Newman and Chiasson, portfolio managers who received tips from corporate insiders indirectly, through 
lower-level analysts. 
 
If the Second Circuit reverses the convictions, it could put more pressure on prosecutors to prove that 
recipients of illegal tips knew that the information originally came from a source that disclosed the 
information for illegal financial gain. 
 
While the firm's trial work garners obvious attention, Shearman & Sterling also works hard to keep its 
clients out of enforcers' crosshairs by advising them on compliance with laws like the FCPA and its 
foreign equivalents, and by guiding financial companies through international investigations like the 
probes into efforts to rig the London Interbank Offered Rate. Fishbein has been appointed by the DOJ to 
monitor companies' compliance with the FCPA after convictions, and that experience is invaluable in 
helping other clients make sure they don't get into trouble in the first place, he said. 
 
White collar investigations, like financial services and business more generally, are becoming 
increasingly globalized, as other nations follow the U.S.' lead in criminalizing cross-border conduct like 
price-fixing and bribery. In that context, Shearman & Sterling's international focus, with offices in 
London, Brussels, Beijing and many other locations, is well-positioned to make an impact for white collar 



 

 

clients, according to partner John Nathanson. 
 
“All around the world, anti-bribery statutes are not only being enacted, but being more vigorously 
enforced," Nathanson said. “We're not a Johnny-come-lately who's just getting up to speed with our 
foreign offices and trying to integrate them. We've been integrated with our foreign offices for quite 
some time, so we're in a unique position as the white collar world expands internationally." 
 
--Additional reporting by Max Stendahl. Editing by Elizabeth Bowen. 
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